Introduction

EAT (Common Lisp) / KENZO (CLOS)
• Intensive use of functional programming.
• Discovery of unknown results.
• Usability??
• Remote access?? 5 Important features of EAT and Kenzo to rebuild them as distributed systems:
• Very time and space consuming.
• Written in Common Lisp.
• Higher order functional programming (infinite data structures).
• Organized in two layers of data structures. 
Conclusions
• From local interoperability with XML to client-server XMLinteroperability (based in CORBA) in a local net (Goal achieved: reusing the software previously created).
• The XML format that allows the interchange is a proper extension of MathML.
• (Corba-based) Remote access in a local net (not really distributed computing).
•Clearly, a necessary step towards distributed computing.
